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Introductory Letter
Dear Parent/Guardian:

As a senior at Carson High School, your son or daughter will be completing a Senior Project for his/her senior English class.  This project provides a unique opportunity for each student to choose a topic of his/her personal interest and then make a presentation to a board of judges.

It is essential that students choose a topic that is truly something they are interested in, and your help in this area will be appreciated. 

Generally, areas chosen for study fall into three categories: career exploration, personal development, and altruistic endeavors.  Previous CHS students have studied such diverse areas as child development theories, ancient Egypt, computer security, science fiction writing, history of the Brewery Arts Center, forensics, cooking, diabetes, grant-writing, World War II, art therapy, bulimia, and dentistry. The students who have found areas they really care about are the ones who have gotten the most out of the process.

To pass the second semester of Senior English, students must complete all parts of this process.  Help will be available for all students, and it is necessary that each student put forth his/her best effort.  People other than your child’s English teacher will also evaluate the portfolios and the presentations.  Evaluators will, however, be trained and use scoring guides so that reasonable and fair standards will be applied to all portfolios and presentations.

You can assist in several important ways in this process.  For some, it will be important that you monitor your son’s or daughter’s work so that you know how the work is progressing.  We will also invite you to participate on the Senior Boards, those groups who listen to the student presentations at the completion of the project during the second semester.

We at Carson High School are excited about this project, and we will keep you informed as the process unfolds.  We have included a handout that provides some specific information about the project and the timeline.  Should you have any questions, please call your student’s English teacher.  We look forward to making the Senior Project journey with you.

Sincerely,

Senior Project Committee
Carson High School


 Senior Project Timeline

The Senior Project provides students with an opportunity to demonstrate the skills and knowledge they have accumulated during their four years of high school and to apply these to an area of interest.  The project must provide a learning stretch. A learning stretch is a task that requires you to acquire new knowledge, learn a new skill, or further develop knowledge or a skill you already possess.

The Senior Project has three main components: a student-directed project, a portfolio, and a presentation about the project.  Each component is important to the overall success of the Senior Project, and each must be satisfactorily completed for a student to pass the senior English course.

Project proposals must be approved by the Senior Project Steering Committee, and no hours earned prior to that approval will count toward the hours (a minimum of ten) required by the project.

September
Letter of Intent, approved by committee

October 
Proposal: hours can begin once proposal is submitted and approved

October through March – Project
Work with mentor
	Complete project outside of class


March through April
Create portfolio and present to boards



Project Overview

The Senior Project is a growth experience for you through which you will develop many useful life skills.  The key to success is to pick a project that truly interests you.  Projects tend to fall into one of three categories:  occupational (career-related), altruistic (helping others), and personal development.  However, a customized project may be out there for you – simply talk with your teacher to discover whether your idea will meet the project requirements listed below.  For all projects, keep these in mind as you select your project and while you are working on it.

Learning Stretch
The purpose of your project is for you to apply the skills you have acquired in school in a new and unique way in an area of interest to you.  It can be an opportunity to investigate an interesting subject you have never taken the time to study previously, or it can be a chance to explore much more in depth something already of interest to you.  In your proposal, conversations with your teacher, and your portfolio, you will be required to demonstrate how your project reflects new learning and is not like something you have done before.

Time Requirement
Your project should take a minimum of ten (10) hours to complete.  None of the time spent on the research paper, letter of intent, proposal, portfolio, or other class assignments (including non-English classes) can be counted toward the ten hours.  Valid hours are hours spent directly on the project only.  Travel time does not count.  You may begin to count hours as soon as your proposal has been approved by the Senior Project Steering Committee, but not before.  Hours logged prior to acceptance of your proposal or in unapproved areas will be disallowed during the final assessment process and may negatively impact your grade.  Also, please note ten hours is a minimum amount of time.  It represents adequacy, not excellence, and this, too, will be reflected in your final grade.  Ideally, you should work for more than ten hours.  To be successful, therefore, you should pick something of real interest to you and manage your time efficiently over the months you are working on the project.

You will be required to provide documentation regarding the hours you spend on your project.  Every time you work on your project, you need to write a journal entry detailing exactly what you did, how the time was spent, and reflection on what you learned.  The time will also be summarized on a time verification log, which is to be signed by your mentor.  Both of these documents will appear in your portfolio.  The most effective way to do well on both of these is to write down this information immediately after you have spent the time working.  If you put off writing your journal entries and making your time log until the end of the project, you may forget key information and details that would help your grade.

Evidence
In order to receive a grade, you will have to provide some form of proof as to what you have done for a project.   Your project time logs are one important source of evidence, but they are not sufficient.  The best projects provide a wide variety of evidence including products, brochures, photographs, videotapes, artifacts of the learning process, expense receipts, and more.   Always keep your eye out for ways to show what you have learned and accomplished.  
Not all Senior Projects, however, produce a product, but they must produce evidence.  For example, students have organized fundraisers, taught classes, taken classes, and helped less fortunate people for their Senior Projects.  None of these students had a product to show for their efforts; therefore, they had to develop alternate methods to provide evidence for what they had accomplished.  The evidence they presented included videotapes of a performance, photographs, testimonials from participants, lessons, and demonstrations of a new skill.  

Personal Development projects:  Your project might involve creation of a product.  For example, students have written books, produced films, created art, and built robots for the Senior Projects in previous years.  Students have also learned to play the piano and how to rock climb; for learning projects such as these, it is necessary to collect photographs and video or audio recordings, and perhaps to demonstrate that learning by teaching others.

Career Exploration projects:   If you job-shadow a professional for your project, you must also demonstrate your learning through creating a product of some sort.  Some examples include creating a web page, a brochure, or a model.  If it is an educational product, such as a “How to Care for your Contact Lenses” tips sheet, you must distribute copies of it to a population that can use the information.  For example, after job-shadowing an architect, students have created blueprints or model houses, and after learning from a health professional, students have created tip sheets with an accompanying lesson plan that they used to teach a middle school class. 

Altruistic projects:  For these projects, it is necessary to show what actions you took and what was accomplished.  For example, students have shared the promotional flyers, programs, and videotapes from fundraisers they held or photographs of the senior citizens they visited.  

The possibilities for how you might provide evidence of your project are as myriad and varied as the projects themselves; however, you need to work closely with your teacher and mentor to settle upon an acceptable method.  (Note: projects involving a performance of any type should include an evaluation form filled out by your audience.)  

It is critical to your success that you continually keep in focus what you are going to accomplish and how you are going to prove it.  Do not attempt to decide this for yourself!  You do not want to reach the end of your project and hear that your evidence is inadequate.  This step needs to be made in conjunction with your teacher so that any problems can be addressed before it is too late.

A note on duplicates: It is wise to have multiple copies of anything that is integral to your project.  You take a big risk if a videotape, photograph, etc., is one-of-a-kind.  Items such as these can easily become lost or damaged.  Taking the time to make a duplicate copy could save you more time in the long run.


Advisor

At the beginning of the year, you will be assigned an advisor. This advisor will help guide you through the process of completing your senior project. You will meet with your advisor at the beginning of the year and multiple times as the year progresses. Your advisor will also be the chairperson of your panel for your presentation. Your advisor will have the following responsibilities:
	
	-Evaluate your letter of intent
	-Evaluate your proposal
	-Contact your parents if you are failing to meet your senior project deadlines
	-Contact your mentor and check the progress on your project
	-Grade your final project
	-Run your panel on the day of your speech

Additionally, your advisor is the person you can go to if you are having problems with your senior project or your mentor.

During your first meeting with your advisor, you will exchange contact information and set up future meetings.

Mentor

You are required to have a mentor for your Senior Project whom you contact at least one time per week during the time you work on your actual project.  Record this contact in your Time Verification Log.  A mentor is an adult, over the age of 21, with expertise in the area of your research and project.  (You may choose to have more than one mentor, in which case only one needs to be over 21.  That mentor will be the one responsible for all signatures.)  The purpose of the mentor is to provide you with guidance, encouragement, and direction for your project.  They can provide you with counsel, resources, and advice, but they are not responsible for your work: you are.  It is your responsibility to keep up contact with your mentor.  Arranging a regular meeting time may make such recurring contact easier to maintain; contacts may also occur via telephone and e-mail.  Your teacher will also rely upon the expertise of the mentor to verify the depth and quality of some of your work.

It is crucial to find a mentor with whom you are comfortable.  Your mentor needs to be a person with whom you are able to work closely and someone who has real expertise in the area of your project.  Finding a mentor, therefore, may take some time.  Teachers who teach in the content area you are covering may be able to offer suggestions for mentors. You can use community resources, such as local business clubs and the Chamber of Commerce, to locate a person with the skills to assist you. You can also network with other students to find out how they found their mentors.

Mentor Information Handout

Note to student: Your teacher will likely give you this as a handout. This is for your reference.

Student Name _____________________________

Teacher __________________  Room #________

Teacher phone___________________

Teacher e-mail____________________


Thank you so much for choosing to be a mentor for this Carson High School senior.  By accepting this role, you will need to be willing to do a few things:

	You will need to be over the age of 21.

You cannot be related to the student.
You will need to verify your expertise in the area this student is studying.
You will need to monitor the student’s effort and be willing to complete the following documents as the project progresses.
	Mentor Information Sheet (part of the proposal)
Mentor Contact Sheet
Mentor Evaluation Sheet
Time Log Verification form
	You will need to meet with the student a minimum of four times: 
	Once to sign off on the initial paperwork
Twice as the student works on the project to provide feedback
Once at the end to sign off on the final paperwork
	You will need to verify that the student completed the hours he/she claims to have done.
You will need to verify that the student legitimately did the work him/herself.



We have included copies of all of the documents you will eventually need to complete in this packet.  These forms are for your information only; the student will provide the documents to you at the appropriate times.


Senior Project – Getting Started

Before you begin any of the other elements of the project process, you must decide upon a project.  All other elements are related to the project itself.

In terms of project activities, outcomes, and evidence, there are three approaches to the project:


Personal Development		   Career Exploration		        Altruistic



After you have chosen the type of project, you need to choose what form your project will take:

Physical Product

You create an original 3D		You shadow an orthopedic		You organize a talent	
 animation.				surgeon, then build a cast for		show to raise money for
					a mannequin.				epilepsy, creating fliers
You write five songs in a genre 							for advertising.
you have never studied before.		You shadow a nutritionist,		 
					then make a recipe book for		You learn how to bake a
You build a telescope.	kids at your local gymnastics		special sugar-free 
club. 					dessert, then sell 
										samples at an event to 
You shadow a luthier and 		raise awareness/ money 
build your own guitar.			for diabetes.





Performance
You write five songs using		You learn about being a high school 	You read to residents
an instrument you are not 		teacher by teaching a 10th grade		in a nursing home.
too familiar with, and perform		social studies unit.
at a concert.									You perform in a 
					After spending time working in		charity event.
					an attorney’s office, you perform
You learn how to paint your car 		in a mock trial.				You sing an original 
and compete in a car show.							song using a specific
					You do makeovers on three of your 	musical influence at
You learn how to belly dance and	friends, including hair and makeup	a church fundraiser.
perform at a recital.			transformations.






Specific Project Requirements

Some projects require some special considerations:

Athletic training:  Make sure you have a clear learning stretch and that this has been articulated clearly in the letter of intent and the proposal.  Evidence can be tricky for this subject, so be sure you work out ahead of time what you plan on using for evidence.  If you’re lifting weights, document before, during and after weight-lifting strength and include before and after pictures. Keep in mind that weightlifting you do during a CHS class does not count for hours on your project.

Fundraising: If you are raising funds for an organization, you may have all funds given directly to the charity of choice, or you may deposit it in account you establish through Student Finances ahead of time. Never have checks made out to you, and deposit all funds as quickly as possible. Keep track of all the money you spend and raise. You do not want someone claiming you have stolen money. Additionally, if you specify early on that you will be giving funds to one charity, that charity must be the recipient of your funds.

Career Explorations: Discuss with your mentor ahead of time what you will be doing. Simply shadowing someone is not enough of a learning stretch. Even in the medical field, students can be creative in finding ways to apply their knowledge.

Music: If you are learning a musical instrument, you must take lessons from a professional instructor. Think ahead of time about your evidence. Consider recording yourself a number of times throughout the process to show development of your skills. Keep sheet music and receipts from your lessons.

Autoshop, Autobody, and Welding: Remember that you cannot count hours that you spend working during shop class.

Cosmetics: Clarify with your teacher ahead of time that you have a learning stretch. 

Performance: As evidence, use the Audience Verification Form.


Students who wish to complete their Senior Projects at Carson Tahoe Health (CTH)/Regional Medical Center must first contact the CTH Education Department.  Senior Project Job Shadows are processed on a first-come/first-serve basis and are in no way guaranteed. Please call 445-7300 to speak with the Liaison regarding potential availability and placement possibilities.

Is Your Project Dangerous?

If you are doing a project that may put you in danger, you must complete a Hold Harmless form that must be signed by a parent or legal guardian, regardless of your age. 

Additionally, you must choose a mentor who is a professional or who can in some way demonstrate expert proficiency. For example, if you are learning to snowboard, you must take lessons from a certified instructor. 

Projects we do not allow:
	Flying (though you can do ground school for your project)

Sky diving (though you can do ground school for your project)
Skateboarding, skiing or snowboarding videos

Projects that require the Hold Harmless forms include (but are not limited to):
	Snowboarding and skiing

Firefighting
Rock climbing
Scuba diving
Horse riding
Gymnastics
Marksmanship
Martial arts 
Ghost hunting
Boxing
Race car driving
Cycling, running, or swimming
Welding

Project Brainstorming Page
The best projects are the ones in which the student has a great interest or desire.  Do not think about how you will complete the project, who your mentor will be at this point, or what your research topic will be.  Just brainstorm possible areas in which you have a great interest.  Be prepared to enter uncharted territory. 

What are some things you’ve always wanted to know about or do?

1.

2.

3.

From those things, what could you make, build or create?  

1.

2.

What careers have you always wanted to know about or experience?

1.

2.

3.

What could you make, create, or do after an experience in a career area?

1.

2.

3.

What charities or causes do you care about or would you like to learn more about? How could you do so?

1.

2.

3.
Letter of Intent

Contents of this book:

	Scoring Rubric
	Explanation of paragraphs

Sample letter

Checklist for student and parent:

	Are the required elements included in the letter?

Have you proofread it carefully?
Have you signed the letter?










Letter of Intent Grading Rubric


Name____________________________________	Date_________	Period__________



Format:		
		12 point Times New Roman							________
		Block format as in example							________

Paragraph 1:	
		Area of interest								________
		Explanation of why interested						________
		Explanation of previous knowledge or experience in the area		________
		
Paragraph 2:
		Explanation of the actual project						________
		Who/ what will be involved							________
		What is the projected cost and time?						________
		What resources will you need?						________

Paragraph 3:
		Plagiarism, self-plagiarism and cheating must be explained 
in your own words								________
		Why must they be avoided?							________
		What are the consequences if work is not original?				________

Mechanics:
		Appropriate for class (varied sentence structure, use of correct punctuation,
		obvious proofreading, professional quality)					________

Voice:	
		Elevated vocabulary, appropriate grammar, personal voice			________


								Final Grade			________






Contents of Letter of Intent

This letter is part of your Senior Project Portfolio, so it must be typed using 12 pt. Times New Roman font and the format outlined on the previous page of this booklet. The bottom of your letter should include an Advisor Approval line. See sample on the next page.

·	Paragraph 1	This paragraph should tell your teacher the area of interest 
for your senior project.  Explain why you are interested in this area and what you already know about this topic.  If you have experience in this area, include that information so it is clear what knowledge base you are building on.

·	Paragraph 2	This paragraph will focus on your project. Explain what the details of the project are, who will be involved, what the potential cost might be, what time expenditure will be required, what possible resources you may use, and what the learning stretch is.

·	Paragraph 3	This important paragraph explains in your own words what 
plagiarism, self-plagiarism and cheating are, why you must avoid them, and what consequences you would expect should you plagiarize or cheat at any point in this project.

	
 






Sample Letter of Intent
December 1, 2001

Roberta Casey                  		your name and address
100 Jones Street
Carson City, NV  89702

Advisor: (Name)
Teacher: (Name)
Carson High School
1111 North Saliman Road
Carson City, NV  89701

Dear (Advisor’s Name):	          		your advisor’s’s name followed by a colon

My senior project will be focused around art, an area that I am really interested in.  For many years now, I have been interested in abstract art and abstract artists such as Pablo Picasso and Vincent van Gogh.  I have little experience working with art, but I think that I have enough experience to do this project.  When I was in fifth grade, I took an after-school art class, and since then, I have painted and drawn on my own.  Also, I am involved in the Art Club here at school, and I expect that this assignment will help me to further develop my skills and interest.

For my Senior Project I will teach an art class for two hours after school every Friday for my project.  During this time, I will create my own lesson plans and help students prepare and present an art gallery of their own work.  Teachers and parents will be invited to view the students’ work.  There will be some costs associated with this project in terms of both time and of money.  I know I will spend at least 25 hours working with the students, and there will be more time involved with preparing for the classes.  Costs will depend on how much in terms of money and supplies I can get donated.

I definitely understand what plagiarism is and its consequences. Plagiarism is not only the act of copying others’ work and claiming it as my own, but it is also an act that destroys the entire concept of hard work, pride, and individuality. To risk an F on this project and not graduate is not worth it.  I want my students, now and in the future, to remember me because I was a good teacher who helped them learn to appreciate art and life, not because I was a liar and a thief.

Sincerely,
				your signature
Roberta Casey 		your name 






Advisor Approval:______________________________________  Date: ___________

Senior Project Proposal

Contents of this book:

	Overview of the proposal

Example of a cover page
Example of blank form, page one
Example of blank form, page two
Example of blank form, page three

Checklist for student and parent:

Do you have a cover page with your name and the other required elements?
Do you have the Project Task Analysis form?
Do you have the Project Cost and Mentor Information form?
Do you have the Learning Stretch form?
Have you proofread your work carefully? 
	Has your mentor signed the Mentor Information form?



Senior Project Proposal Information

After your letter of intent is approved, your next step will be to complete the Senior Project Proposal.  Filling in this form will give you the opportunity to examine in more detail your plans for the project portion of your Senior Project.  On this form, you will explain in detail the project you would like to undertake, the costs involved, the necessary steps entailed, and the project timeline.

Your proposal will have a cover sheet. 

You will also be asked at this time to enlist the assistance of a mentor.  This mentor will be an ally to help direct you to resources, figure out problems associated with your project, and assist you in whatever ways you two agree on. This person should have experience and information in the area you are studying.  In addition, the mentor may not be a member of your family.

Breaking your project into definable steps will make the process much easier for you.  Setting up a timeline will help you begin and assist you in continuing to make progress throughout the time allotted for the project.  Figuring out how much this project is going to cost may keep you from running into problems later in the project.  If you put some time and effort into planning at the beginning, you will find the process of completing your project much easier to handle.  

The form for the Senior Project Proposal is included in this booklet, and you may use it as a worksheet.  The actual form you will fill out to submit to your Senior English teacher may be downloaded from the Senior Project link on the Carson High School Web site:  www.carsonhigh.com.  Be careful to delete extra spaces so that the three pages keep the formats shown on the following pages with the page header at the top of the page.

The Senior Project Proposal consists of four pages of information, each of which must be completed:  

·	Project Task Analysis with Timeline
·	Project Cost
·	Obstacles and Learning Stretch with Signatures
·	Mentor Information Form


 









Senior Project Proposal: Snowboarding

By

John Smith



SAMPLE Proposal Cover Sheet




















Carson High School
English IV, B6
Advisor: (Name)
Teacher: (Name)
September 26, 2015




Advisor Approval:_____________________________________ Date: ____________________

Page One: Task Analysis and Timeline

1.	Describe your project, including what you plan to do and what you plan to accomplish. Be as specific and concrete as you can be.










2.	What will be your product or your hands-on learning?





3.	Task Analysis:  List all the steps you must take and the tasks you must complete to finish your project.  Include the number of hours you think each step will take and the approximate date you plan to have that part of the process completed.
                             Task                                     Hours Required    Completion Date

1)__________________________________________________________________

2)__________________________________________________________________

3)__________________________________________________________________

4)__________________________________________________________________

5)__________________________________________________________________

6)__________________________________________________________________

7)__________________________________________________________________

8)__________________________________________________________________

9)__________________________________________________________________
	
  			
Total Projected Hours________________
Page Two:  Project Cost

List all materials and resources that you will need to complete this project, including the estimated cost for each item listed. You will be responsible for funding your project and will need to make sure that you are willing to spend the amount of money needed to complete your intended project.  

                                                                          

Resource/Material
Cost











































				
				Total Projected Cost for Project  ____________________


I understand that Carson High School will not fund my senior project and that I have freely chosen to undertake this project with its associated costs.


                                                _____________________________________________ 
				Signature                                           Date

Page Three:  Obstacles and Learning Stretch


List and discuss at least three difficulties you might encounter with this project.  How do you plan to solve each of these problems?














Explain how this project is a learning stretch for you.  Indicate specifically what you expect to gain and how.



















Page Four: Mentor Information Form
(Note: This form may be handwritten. It is available online at http://carsonhigh.com/CarsonHi/new/seniorproject/.)

Senior’s Name_________________________________________	Date______________

Mentor’s Name____________________________ Home Phone ____________________

Cell Phone____________Work Phone_____________ Email ______________________

This form should be filled out by the Mentor:
What is your expertise in the area the student is studying?





How long have you known this student and in what capacity?





When you reviewed the proposal with the student, what advice did you give him/ her about the calendar plan?





What advice did you give him/ her about the cost analysis?





In what way would you change or modify the project OR what problems do you foresee the student might have?




Mentor Signature________________________________________________Date___________

Parent Signature_________________________________________________Date___________

The Project

Contents of this book:

	Project Scoring Rubric
	Overview of the Project Elements

Audience Verification Form (if applicable)
Time Verification Form
	Project Idea Flowchart
	Log Entry Examples

Mentor Evaluation Form
Project Self-Evaluation Form

Checklist for student and parent:

Have you completed at least 10 hours (15 for an ‘A’)?
Have you verified every hour with detailed log entries and the exact days with times?
Have you supplied satisfactory evidence such as receipts, photographs, video, audience verification forms, or a product?
Have you completed all of the necessary self-evaluation forms?
Have you received the mentor evaluation forms with appropriate signatures?


Project Scoring Rubric
Points
Score Earned
4
3
2
1
Learning Stretch

Learned significant things about subject and/or self that will benefit student in the future.
Learned about subject and/or self in ways that will benefit student in the future.
Learned about subject and/or self in a way that might benefit student in the future.
Did not add to his/her knowledge or experience.
Difficulty of Project

Project was complex enough to require a great deal of time, effort, and resourcefulness on part of student.
The project required time and effort as well as resourcefulness on the student’s part.
The project required both time and effort.
The project did not require effort to complete.
Quality of Finished Project

The finished project showed attention to detail and exhibited pride and a willing-
ness to make the finished project a success.
The finished project showed that the student spent time and effort to make the finished project successful.
The finished project showed that the student spent little time and little effort to make the finished project successful.
The finished project showed that the student spent no time and no effort to make the finished project successful.
Amount of Time

15 + Hours
13-14 Hours
11-12 Hours
   10 Hours
Tangible Evidence
of Project

The student provided a wide
variety of evidence that clearly demonstrated what was accomplished.
The student provided evidence
that demonstrated what was accomplished.
The student provided some
evidence that showed what was accomplished.
The student did not have enough evidence to demonstrate completion of the project.
Extra Credit

Benefit to Others:
Up to 2 Points
The project will benefit others in a significant way by performing an important service.
Amount of Time:
Up to 2 Points
25+ hours = 1
40+ hours = 2
Total Points:


Grade:


Student Name: _________________________________________

Student’s English Teacher: _______________________________

Evaluator: _____________________________________________


20 – 100%	12 –74%
19 – 96%	11 – 72%
18 – 92%	10 – 70%
17 – 88%	9 – 66%
16 – 85%	8 – 62%
15 – 82%	7 – 58%
14 – 78%	6 – 54%
13 – 76%	5 – 50%

5%	5 – 50%
					

Evidence

Part of the requirement of completing the senior project is to collect evidence that proves you have done the project.  You will be graded on both amount and variety of evidence.  It is important that you think ahead of time about what can be used as workable evidence. Below are some examples of the evidence collected by students. 

Project: Making a trailer for a book written by a local author
	A DVD with the final product on it

Another DVD with cut scenes
The script
An early version of the script with editing marks on it from the student and her mentor
Pictures of her filming
Pictures of the cast working on set
The flyer calling for auditions
An early draft of the auditions flyer

Project: Tutoring an elementary student in reading and writing
	Various student work assignments

A letter from the students explaining what was done and thanking the senior tutor
Visitor’s passes from the elementary school where the tutoring took place
Interview questions given to the student tutored to help assess effective engagement techniques
Lists of spelling words given to students
A pretest given to the tutored student
Pictures of the senior with her student 
Receipts for materials purchased for a lesson the student taught

Project: Designing the make-up for the school musical Cats
Photos of the make-up class she held for the cast
Photos of the made-up faces
A copy of the sketch template she used
A copy of each of the designs used in the show
Copies of designs that were rejected
A sample mask they had planned on using but decided not to
A note from the stage manager thanking her for her designs
Notes from her ideas of what worked well and what didn’t
Copies of various flyers for Cats
A copy of the program with her name highlighted as the make-up designer

Project:  Career exploration of pediatric nursing
	Visitor name tags provided by the hospital

Copies of the forms required by Carson Tahoe Regional Medical Center for students working there for their senior projects
A note from one of the nurses (not the mentor) saying the student was present on specific days
Pictures of the student at the nurses’ station with no patient names visible
A picture of a patient’s oxygen reading (the patient’s identity is kept private)
Some tubing from a patient’s oxygen mask (with permission from the hospital)
Copies of various forms the nurses use
A note from a doctor stating that the student was there on a particular date


Your Turn
List five different items you could save as evidence of your work.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.





Audience Verification Form
This form is to be used when you have included some form of presentation as part of your senior project.  For example, you must use this form if you are teaching a class about World War II or giving a speech to the Lion’s Club.  Please feel free to adapt this form to meet the needs and format of your presentation. These forms should be included in the evidence portion of your portfolio.

Presenter_____________________________________

Date of Presentation_______________________
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SAMPLE  

 



file_1.wmf
SAMPLE

 

 


Time of Presentation______________________

Location_______________________________

Teacher/Adult in charge (printed name) _______________________________________

Teacher/Adult in charge (signature) _______________________________________
file_2.wmf

file_3.bin

thumbnail_0.wmf


file_4.bin

thumbnail_1.wmf



Please rate the presentation on the basis of 5 being the highest and 1 being the lowest.
1. The presenter was prepared and on time.			___________________

2.	The presenter used good speech skills including:		___________________
Eye contact
Body language
Voice control

3.  The presenter was knowledgeable about his/her subject. 	___________________

4.	The presenter was organized 
in terms of an introduction, body, and conclusion.	___________________

5.   The presenter demonstrated enthusiasm.			___________________

6. The presenter answered questions posed to him/her 	
    after the presentation.					___________________
Senior Project Time Verification

Keep track of your hours as you progress.  This sheet is primarily for your mentor and does not count as your actual log.  You should meet with your mentor weekly, but you are required to meet with your mentor at least twice before the project is over. 


Date
Number of Hours
MentorContact
Description of Project Activity
































































































Total Hours:




As a mentor, I can reasonably assure the Senior Project Board that a minimum of fifteen hours has been spent by the student on the project.

______________________________	
Mentor’s Signature				
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Narrative of Mentor Meetings Instructions

How many times you meet with your mentor is dependent upon the type of project you are completing. Some projects may only require you to meet with your mentor two or three times during the project; however, other projects may require you to meet with your mentor on a regular basis. 

You are required to meet with your mentor a minimum of four times over the course of your project. 
	The first time is when you introduce yourself, fill out the mentor information form, and discuss what you will be doing for your project. 
	The second meeting should take place approximately one-third of the way through your project. During this meeting, you should update your mentor on the status of your project and ask for advice as you move towards completion. 
	The third meeting should take place two-thirds of the way through your project and, similar to the previous meeting, should include an update on the status of your project and advice on how to move forward. 
	The last meeting with your mentor should occur when you have completed your project and you are ready for your mentor to complete the mentor evaluation form and sign your Senior Project Time Verification Form. 


Obviously, many students will meet with their mentors many more times than just these four. No matter how many times you meet with your mentor, however, you must twice complete a narrative of your mentor meeting. The following sheet should be brought with you during the two meetings – one approximately one third of the way through your project, the second about two-thirds with your project. As you meet with your mentor and discuss your project, you should write a narrative about what you discuss. At the end of the meeting with your mentor, you both sign where indicated.
















Narrative of Mentor Meetings

Meeting 1
Date: _________________________  
What was accomplished during the meeting? _______________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________		___________________________________
Student Signature					Mentor Signature



Meeting 2
Date: _________________________  
What was accomplished during the meeting? _______________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________


___________________________________		___________________________________
Student Signature					Mentor Signature

Detailed Log Entries

Not only must you complete the time sheet for your project and write two narratives of meetings with your mentor, but you must also keep a written log of your work sessions.  Whenever you do any work for your project, you must keep detailed notes of what you did; in addition, you should reflect upon what you learned.  All questions should be answered in each log.  Entries should be typed, as the log will be viewed by your committee.  Remember, the time sheet is like a cover sheet for your logs and does not in any way count for your actual logs.  Each entry should comment on an individual observation or reflection.

Date:

Time spent:

Tasks/learning:  Give details on exactly what you did during this time frame.  Specify any problems you encountered and how you solved them.  Detail specifics tasks you completed.

Plan for next work session:  Explain when you plan to work on your project again and what you plan to accomplish during that work session. 


Example of an insufficient log:
February 10, 2004
1 hour
I worked on the jacket today.  The sleeves were put in.

Example of a good log:  (Note that this log is relatively short because the student only worked for one hour.  A longer work session would require a longer log.)
Date:  February 10, 2004
Start time:  10 a.m.
Stop time:  11 a.m.
Total time:  1 hour

Today I worked on the jacket.  First, I sewed the two sleeve parts together for each sleeve.   This straight seam was very easy to sew, and it went well.
I then had to get the sleeves set in, which was very difficult to do.  I had trouble keeping the sleeve from puckering because of the easing, and I took out my seam twice.  It seemed to me there was too much fabric to make it work, but my mentor finally helped me get the sleeves in without puckers.  She showed me how to gather the fabric by pressing behind the presser foot.   I was hoping to get more done in this hour, but I spent too much time struggling with the sleeve hole seam.
	Tomorrow I hope to get a couple hours in.  I am planning on sewing the lining so that when I work with my mentor next Saturday, she can help me sew the lining to the jacket. 

More Sample Log Entries

April 4th
Start: 7:30
End: 9:30
Total time: 2 hours
	For the first hour, I edited my shorter video.  I added the titles needed with some colorful fonts and animations.  I was a little crowded with all the people coming to me and begging constantly to watch the videos again and again, but it did make me proud and feel like I did a good job.  The last hour I sat trying to get the DVD to burn so I can pass it off to the group in charge of the announcements.  Problems did arise, and it made me want to tear my hair out.  
	First, I had to learn how to make the DVD by giving it a menu with a scene selection and everything.  My mentor helped me get that added.  Then I had to wait for it to actually burn onto the DVD.  That took about ten minutes to wait for, which was nerve-wracking because I had to get this DVD to the announcement people when they record in a half hour.  You never know how long it’ll take for a video to burn.  It all depended on how long it was, how many effects I had in it.  The menu added is going to take some time; it just took a while.  
	When it was done, there were about twenty minutes left over before the announcements had to be run, and I decided to check on the DVD and make sure it burned correctly.  Good thing it did! One of the markers that said where the first video ended and the next one began moved, and so I had half of the longer trailer at the beginning of the shorter one!  I was furious.  I had to then move the markers again and then burn a whole new DVD.  Another time-consuming move, but it had to be done or it would not make sense at all.  Luckily it finished burning just in time.  It came out of the burner, went into my hands, and passed off into the hands of the one in charge of videos shown.  I also wanted to show the shorter trailer today but when the video person looked at it, the heartbeats I added weren’t playing.  It was just dead silence.  So instead, I had them play the longer trailer.  Exciting and a little bit annoying that my plan didn’t work out.
	I may have to come in for another session to fix the heartbeats on the shorter video, but I have no idea how it will work.


Date:  August 12, 2008
Time: 1:15
	Today I worked on the lesson plans for the class I will be teaching.  My mentor suggested that I create a Power Point, but he said that before I do that, I should review the chapter on the causes of the Civil War in the text book before I make the Power Point.  So I read through the chapter first.  I was glad I did that because there were some important points I would have forgotten about, like including information on Lincoln’s speeches.
	After reviewing the chapter, I started working on the Power Point.  I have made a lot of Power Points, so that isn’t new to me.  I did have a problem with trying to choose the slide backgrounds.  My mentor said to have something simple, but I wanted something that related to the Civil War.  I finally chose a gray background with black font.
	I only got to make the first couple of slides.  The first one is just a title slide.  The other two I made are just review information.  My mentor wants me to include one with key words on it, but I’m not sure what he means by that and need to ask him.  When I was done, I printed my Power Point.  It printed a slide on a page, the whole page!  It used all the ink in my color cartridge.  Next time I have to be more careful about printing.  I want handouts, not actually single prints of the slides.

Mentor Evaluation Form
Dear Mentor, 
You have been chosen by this student to evaluate certain physical aspects of his or her Senior Project.  It is necessary for the student to seek an evaluation because most of the physical part of the Senior Project is completed outside of class.  Your observations are extremely important to this student’s Senior Project teacher because your responses assist in the overall evaluation of this student’s physical project.  Thank you for taking the time to complete this evaluation.   

1.	Describe the project:




2.	Based on the final project and this student’s skill level, how many hours can you estimate that the student spent on this project?




3.	What impressed you the most about this project?




4.	What do you think could have been improved?




5.	Where did you think that this student showed the most growth?




6.	Discuss the student’s professionalism.






Mentor’s Printed Name				Phone Number


Mentor’s Signature

Would you be interested in having your name added to a mentor database so that other students may contact you to be a mentor in the future?   Yes	No 
Project Self-Evaluation

1.   Explain how this project is a learning stretch for you. 









2.   Discuss three problems that you encountered with your project.  How did you solve these problems?










3.	If you could redo your project, what would you do differently?









4.	In at least fifty words, discuss the grade you should receive for your project.  Describe what you did in order to ensure that your project was the best it could be.  Include at least three specific examples or reasons to defend your position.









The Capstone Portfolio

Contents of this book:

	Portfolio Rubric
	Portfolio Table of Contents

Senior Project Overview Form
	Thank you letter tips
	Sample thank you letters

Sample letter to the judges

Checklist for students and parents:

	Have you included every element listed on the table of contents form?
	Do you have a table of contents?

Do you have dividers or title pages for each section?
Have you signed all of your letters?
Do you have a cover sheet on the front of the binder?
Have you included the teacher/ board assignment form handed out by your teacher?









Senior Project
Portfolio Rubric
Student Name:


English Teacher:


Panel #:


Score
Professional Appearance
Demonstration of 
Learning Stretch
Quality of Responses
Individual Voice
Accuracy
(Grammar/Spelling)
4
Outstanding in its professionalism
Evidence is related to learning, clearly labeled and exceptionally varied.  Logs and reflections thoroughly explain learning.
Responses and letters show exceptional insight and sophistication.
Student as an individual is clearly evident.
Has few, if any mechanical mistakes.
3
Professional and pages are clean
Evidence is related to learning, labeled and varied.  Logs and reflections explain learning.
Responses and letters show commendable insight and sophistication.
Student as an individual recognizable, but not clearly evident as 4.
Has some mechanical mistakes.
2
Predominantly Professional and pages are mostly clean
Evidence is occasionally related to learning, may be labeled, is somewhat varied.  Logs and reflections occasionally allude to learning.
Responses and letters show occasional insight and sophistication.
Student as an individual is somewhat evident.
Has a noticeable number of mechanical mistakes.
1
Not Professional
Evidence is not related to learning, not labeled and not varied.  Logs and reflections do not indicate learning.
Responses and letters are incomplete.
No sense of the student as an individual is evident.
Portfolio contains flaws in mechanics that may or may not interfere with meaning.

Features

4
3
2
1
Professional Appearance









Demonstration of Learning Stretch










Quality of Responses









Individual Voice









Accuracy (Grammar/Spelling)









Comments
I like that you:
I would have liked you to:






























































Senior Board Judge (print name)

Senior Board Judge (signature)

Date of Review













Portfolio

Your portfolio serves two purposes: first, it is the written presentation of the project that you completed your senior year; second, it is the capstone to your educational career in the Carson City School District. As you complete your portfolio, keep in mind that many different people will be viewing your portfolio. Your advisor will examine your portfolio as a means of grading your project. Community members will view it as an insight into your past, present, and future goals as well as a document showcasing your accomplishments not only with the senior project but with your time spent in the Carson City School District. Be aware of your audience. If your senior project deals in subject matter that may be offensive or upsetting, please make sure you include pages that clearly state what the audience is about to see. For example, if your senior project was a career exploration at a veterinary clinic and you observed or assisted in a surgery, your evidence may contain pictures that may be upsetting to an audience member. You would want to create a page before those pictures, clearly indicating the content of the following pictures.

When creating your portfolio, you have two distinct options. 

Physical Portfolio
First, you may create a physical portfolio containing the required elements. If you choose to create a physical portfolio, you should follow the following guidelines. All documents in your portfolio should be neatly typed if at all possible. You may have some documents or some pieces of evidence that are handwritten: this is completely acceptable; however, make sure that they are presented professionally. Your portfolio must contain every element listed on the table of contents. If you are missing even one section, your portfolio will not be accepted for credit. Each section of the portfolio should be set off with a divider and a clear indication of what section your audience is about to view. The divider may contain either the name of the section or the number of the section. Many students choose to use page protectors because, as the name implies, they protect the pages, but also because they add a professional aspect to the portfolio. If you choose to use page protectors, you can put your pages front to back. When creating your portfolio, you may either produce a professional, unadorned portfolio, or, if you are so inclined, you may add stickers, pictures, graphics and other visual touches to create a more creative portfolio. If you are going for the creative look, make sure that creativity does not impede understanding.

Electronic Portfolio
Your other option is to create an electronic portfolio. Electronic portfolios contain all the information and documents found in a physical portfolio; however, as the name implies, all elements will be presented electronically through a webpage. To complete an electronic portfolio, you must be able to create a webpage that is accessible from Carson High School’s library. The electronic portfolio should have an introductory page that contains tabs to each of the sections of the table of contents. Each of those pages should be clearly labeled as to what they contain and have a button to navigate back to the main page. All documents and evidence must be produced electronically or scanned in electronically. You also need to complete a one-page instruction sheet which helps your judges and advisor navigate to your webpage.





Capstone Portfolio Table of Contents

All contents must be clean copies and separated by dividers or title pages.  You may substitute page numbers for sections.  


Table of Contents 

Letter of Introduction……………………………………………………….Section 1

Resume and Achievements ……………………………………...................	Section 2

Writing Samples…………………………………………………………......Section 3

Senior Project Overview…………………………………………………….Section 4

Letter of Intent……………………………………………………………...	Section 5

Proposal…………………………………………………………………….	Section 6	

Senior Project Time Verification Form ……………………………………	Section 7

Narrative of Mentor Meetings………………………………………………Section 8

Senior Project Journal Entries………………………………………………	Section 9

Mentor Evaluation Form……………………………………………………	Section 10

Evidence of Project…………………………………………………………	Section 11

Project Self-Evaluation……………………………………………………..	Section 12

Thank You Letters…………………………………………………………. Section 13

Personal Prospectus........................................................................................Section 14


Letter of Introduction (Section 1)

Purpose
With this letter, you are introducing yourself to your judges.  Most judges will read this before you give your speech, so it is the perfect opportunity to get them excited to meet you.  This is your opportunity to talk about yourself and let your personality shine.

What you should include
The content of your letter should include a short history of yourself and your career as a student in the Carson City School District. Who are you? What are some of your favorite memories? What were some obstacles that you had overcome? What teacher, coach, counselor, and/or administrator had a positive impact on your growth as a student or a human being? These are just a few of the questions you may wish to consider as you compose your letter of introduction. Remember, this letter will be read by community members before they meet you, and it is up to you what you wish to share about yourself and your life.

Format  
Write your letter to the judges in block letter format.  This is the same format you used in composing your Letter of Intent. 



Resume and Achievements (Section 2)

Purpose
The purpose of this section of your portfolio is to showcase what you have achieved over the last twelve years of school.

What you should include
Resume: a resume is an official document that highlights the activities you have participated in and the awards you have been given. A resume normally includes work history, academic history, volunteer work, positions held within clubs or the community, personal achievements, and hobbies.

Achievements: in this section, you may also choose to include certificates, pictures or any artifacts that highlights some of your successes. 

Format
Your resume may be in any format you choose as long as it looks professional. Microsoft Word has many templates you may wish to utilize. If you include certificates or other memorabilia, please remember to label them clearly so that your audience knows what they are viewing.






Writing Samples (Section 3)

Purpose
The purpose of the section of your portfolio is to showcase some of the writing you have completed. 

What you should include
You must include at least one written sample that exemplifies your academic achievement in school. Do not just limit yourself to works that you composed in your English class. For example, you may have written an amazing research paper in your social studies class or you may have written a creative work in your theater class. While you may have more than one piece of writing included in the section, try to limit yourself to three pieces overall.

Format
Before each piece of writing, you should give a brief introduction of the purpose for the writing and why you chose to include it in this portfolio.































Senior Project Overview 
		


Name:



Project description:









How the project evolved:










Special things I would like the judges to consider:

Thank-You Letters (Section 13)

Thank You: The two most important words! Score points with courteous, professional, or personal thank you letters. Thank you letters are a nice thought following any occasion. They can be used for the following purposes:
	Demonstrate/reiterate your interest in a project, product, or position.

Thank someone for assistance or contribution.
Make or reinforce a good impression.
Promote opportunities for further collaboration.
Form or strengthen positive business and personal relationships.
Acknowledge receipt of a resume, invitation, report, or other important documents.

8 Thank You Letter Tips:
Write clearly and concisely; this is no time to be longwinded or flowery.
	Be sincere – most people can sense when you are not being honest.
	Stick to the point.
	Write the thank you letter as soon as possible after the event (for a job interview, this should be within 24 hours of the interview). However, do not thank the person beforehand (for example, “Thanking you in advance for your help in this matter”). To do so is presumptuous and suggests you are unwilling to write a follow-up letter.
	Use quality paper. Handwrite personal letters, and use customized letterhead for business correspondence. E-mail may also be appropriate in less formal situations, especially if the addressee expresses a preference for it or if time constraints require it. (Not for the senior project, however!)
	Proofread the letter before sending it: grammatical errors and typos are sloppy and unprofessional.
	Be specific and include details from the event. Make your letter stand out (do not send a generic letter that could be to or from anyone).
	Address your letter to a specific person, if possible, not just the company or organization in general.

Thank You Letter Statistics
In a 2001 survey by the Emily Post Institute, 70 percent of the respondents said e-mailing thank-you notes was appropriate, especially to acknowledge a small gift or gesture.
Even if they are seldom executed, thank you notes still are expected in other arenas. A survey in August 2005 by CareerBuilder.com found that:
	Nearly 15 percent of hiring managers would reject a job candidate who neglected to send a thank you letter after the interview. 

32 percent said they would still consider the thankless prospect but that their opinion of him or her would diminish.
Nearly a quarter (23 percent) of managers prefer a handwritten thank you. 
21 percent seek a typed hard copy. 
	19 percent want e-mailed appreciation letters followed up with a snail-mailed letter.




Sample Thank-You Letter

Date

John Doe
Address
Carson City, NV   89701

Mark Curtis
Creative Director
549 Court Street
Reno, NV   89505

Dear Mark Curtis:

SAMPLE
I am writing to thank you for the time you took to help me with my senior project.  Through my interview with you, I began to understand the difference between advertising and public relations, and I realized the competitiveness that comes with the territory of both these professions.  Thanks to your interesting information and intriguing quotes I received an A on my research paper.  The first part of my senior project was a success due to my meeting with you.  Thank you for taking time out of your busy schedule; I really appreciated it.

Not only do I want to thank you for the information that you gave to me, but I also would like to thank you for everything you have done for the One Region Committee.  I know that you have played an extremely important role in One Region’s success.  Please know that your efforts have not gone unnoticed; you have done a tremendous job, especially since it is all volunteer work.  Since our last meeting, I too continue to be involved with the One Region Committee.  Currently, I am working on organizing a meeting to discuss the One Region Summit, which is to be held on June 14, 2001, at Lake Tahoe.  I am working hard and will conclude my project shortly.  Thanks again for all your help.

Sincerely,


John Doe















Personal Prospectus (Section 14)

Purpose
A prospectus, by definition, is a plan for the future. The purpose of this final section of your portfolio is to give your audience an idea of what you have planned for your future. 

What to include
This section should include a written account of where you see yourself in the future. You may wish to consider the following questions as you move through the writing process. Where do you see yourself after the summer? Where do you see yourself in five years, ten years, twenty years? Are you going to join the workforce? If so, where do you plan on working? Why do you want to engage in this type of work? Are you going to a trade school? If so, which trade have you decided to further your knowledge of? Are you going to college? If so, where are you going? What do you hope to study? To what use will you put your degree? 

Format
The format for your prospectus is up to you.


























Senior Boards

Contents of this book:

	Senior Boards Rubric
	Senior Boards speech preparation requirements

Suggestions to deal with anxiety
Speech content requirements
Practice speech form
Speech delivery information
Speech language information
Speech organization information
Speech professional decorum information

Checklist for student and parent:

	Have you given at least one practice speech in front of your classmates?

Have you timed the speech to be at least eight minutes?
Have you completed a visual aid to take with you?
	Have you thought carefully about all aspects of your delivery?










Senior Project
Speech Evaluation
Student Name:


English Teacher:


Panel #:


Score
Content
Organization
Delivery
Language
Professional Decorum
4
Ideas/details were well chosen so the listener easily understood what the speaker did for the project.
Speech was well organized with an introduction, body and conclusion.  In addition, transitions were smooth and enhanced presentation.
Speaker demonstrated command over volume, clarity, tempo, eye contact, posture, tone, pauses, pronunciation and inflection.
Speaker demonstrated control over grammar and vocabulary.  Speaker used professional language and did not use slang.
	Appearance
	The speaker was dressed and groomed for the occasion.


	Attitude/ Group Rapport
	The speaker conveyed enthusiasm and a positive attitude throughout the presentation.


	Preparation
	The speaker was punctual and well prepared.


	Visual Aid
	The speaker effectively used a visual aid to enhance the presentation.

3
There were enough ideas/details so the listener understood what the speaker did for the project.
Speech was organized with an introduction, body and conclusion.  Transitions were sufficient and appropriate.
Speaker usually demonstrated command over volume, clarity, tempo, eye contact, posture, tone, pauses, pronunciation and inflection.
Speaker usually demonstrated control over grammar and vocabulary.  Speaker used professional language and used very little, if any, slang.

2
There were some ideas/details so the listener mostly understood what the speaker did for the project.
Speech was somewhat organized and the presenter may have used occasional transitions.
Speaker partially demonstrated command over volume, clarity, tempo, eye contact, posture, tone, pauses, pronunciation and inflection.
Speaker partially demonstrated control over grammar and vocabulary.  Speaker occasionally used professional language and frequently used slang.

1
Ideas/details were insufficient in that the project was not easily understood.
Speech was disorganized and difficult to follow.
Speaker demonstrated difficulty with volume, clarity, tempo, eye contact, posture, tone, pauses, pronunciation and inflection.
Speaker did not demonstrate control over grammar and vocabulary.  Speaker’s language was unprofessional.


Features
4
3
2
1
Content









Organization










Delivery




	Length of Speech ______________
Language









Professional Decorum









Comments



























Senior Board Judge (print name)

Senior Board Judge (signature)

Date















Senior Boards Speech Preparation – Overview

Basic Requirements:
¨	8 to 12 minutes in length
¨	Covers basic project elements in detail and explores your educational past and future.
·	Your educational history and personal details
·	Project
·	Goals for the future
¨	Includes visual aid (posters, PowerPoint, video, equipment)



PRACTICE! PRACTICE! PRACTICE! PRACTICE! PRACTICE! PRACTICE!

Practice is an essential element in preparing for the senior boards.  Your teacher will probably require you to practice in class, but this is not enough.  Below are some out-of-class practice suggestions that can help you prepare for the senior boards:

¨	Practice in front of a mirror so you can see what you look like.

¨	Tape your speech on a video camera and then watch the speech twice, one time without sound.  This can help you pick up on some speech habits you may not be aware of.

¨	Practice with your friends. 

¨	Practice with family – parents, siblings, aunts, uncles, and grandparents.  

¨	Practice with and without note cards.  Many people discover they feel more comfortable without the note cards.









Speech Content


What is content?
Content deals with what you say in your speech, not so much how you say it.  A speech that has strong content gives details and support for what is being said.  


What does content have to do with the senior boards speech?
In your senior project speech, be sure to give details on each of the following elements.   
	Yourself: Who are you? What is your history as a student in Carson City Schools? 
Your topic:  Tell us what you chose and why.
Your project:  Tell us what you did for your project, why you did it, how it relates to the research, what the learning stretch was, what successes you had, what problems you encountered and how you conquered these challenges. 
Your Future: Did the Sr. Project assist you in your possible future goals? What are your goals? Where do you see yourself in five, ten, or twenty years from now?


Why are details and support important?
Details and support are what make the speech interesting to listen to.  They help differentiate your senior project from the 400 other projects at your school.  Details and support also add proof for what you are saying, in this case that you actually completed the project.
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Details and support are essential for an interesting and convincing speech.  Try to add specifics over generalities.  Instead of saying, I like fast-paced movies, say I like martial arts movies such as Shangai Noon or Double Impact.
Example
Little detail:  I chose cycling as my topic because I like it.
More detail:  I chose bicycle racing as my project because I have always wanted to compete in cycling.  I have been riding for enjoyment for three years now, but chose to challenge myself by competing in a local street race.








Practice
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Look at your senior project evaluation form.    Rate each of the following excerpts on the scale of 1-4 in content.

·	I hate flying.  It seems that more and more flights are delayed and luggage is lost.  The FAA statistics show the problem is only getting increasingly worse in recent years.  Last year, when I flew to Cincinnati to visit my grandmother for Christmas, they lost my luggage and I had to go to the family dinner with the jeans I wore on the plane.

·	Flying is frustrating because there are delays and sometimes my luggage gets lost.  Once, I couldn’t get on a flight because it was overbooked, so I couldn’t go to Vegas.  


·	Flying is frustrating.

·	Flying these days seems more frustrating than ever.  The FAA reports that in November of 1998, 83 percent of flights arrived on time, while in November of 2000 that number dropped to 78.1 percent.  And what about those times when you reserve a seat, only to discover the airline has overbooked the flight?  The FAA states that in the July-September period of 1999,  7,813 passengers were involuntarily denied access to a flight as a result of overbooking.  This number increased to 13,736 for the same period in the year 2000.
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   YOUR TURN
Create a speech about your pet peeve.  Be sure to provide justification (details and support) for why you are rightfully irritated.



Speech Organization

What is organization?
Organization deals with the order in which you provide your information and how easily your listener can follow your train of thought.

What does organization have to do with the senior boards speech?
When structuring your senior boards speech, be sure to have an introduction, body and conclusion.  Order your information in a manner that makes sense, and make sure your audience can follow your train of thought.

What are transitions?
Transitions
			
To begin with	
Secondly
Thirdly
Also
Next
In addition
Furthermore
Moreover
Consequently
As a result
In conclusion
However



Transitions are words or phrases that function as street signs for your audience.  They let your audience know when you are changing thoughts, continuing a list, providing more detailed information or concluding.  Transitions help with organization because the listener can follow your train of thought.












How do I start off my speech?  
Start with an introduction.  The purpose of an introduction is three-fold (but not necessarily in this order):
·	Catch your listener’s attention – There are many different types of attention-getters.  You can list shocking facts, quote a famous person, tell an appropriate joke, tell a personal story, or suggest a hypothetical.
·	Introduce your topic – Make sure at some point you present your topic.
·	Prepare your listener for what is to come – Tell your audience the main points of your speech.  Example:  There are three reasons why gum should be outlawed in the state of Nevada: it’s sticky, gum chewers are irresponsible, and gum chewing is an annoying habit.

How do I end my speech?
Conclusions to speeches vary, but generally it is a good idea to refer to the attention-getter in your introduction and restate your main points.  Be careful to not sound redundant; use different language in your conclusion than in your introduction.
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Some people really find it helpful to outline main points of a speech first.  This helps with organization.  Once your outline is complete, think about the order of the ideas you will be presenting and whether this order makes logical sense.

Practice

1)  Make a list of tasks required to successfully clean a car.  Rearrange the tasks twice.  First, organize the tasks chronologically (by time).  Then, rearrange the tasks in order of importance.  Which makes more sense?  Why?

2)  Write two different introductions for one of the following speech topics using a different attention getter for each introduction:
§	My best summer vacation
§	Why school should start later in the day
§	Why Yucca Mountain should/should not be used as a landfill for radioactive material
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YOUR TURN
Prepare a speech on one of the following topics.  Be sure to focus on organization.  Use transitions and have an introduction and conclusion.

¨	My biggest accomplishment
¨	The future of our generation
¨	Television – why it is/is not detrimental to society













Speech Delivery

What is delivery?
Delivery deals with how you present the information in your speech. It includes each of the following elements:

	Volume – Can your audience hear you?  Remember to talk to the person in the back of the room.
	
Clarity – Can your audience understand you?  Are you speaking clearly and enunciating?  If you are someone who slurs your words or mumbles, concentrate on speaking clearly.
	
Tempo and Pauses – Is there a natural rhythm to your speech?   Pauses should seem natural and not be distracting.  Don’t speak too rapidly or too slowly.
	
Eye Contact – Do you make eye contact with the entire room?  Don’t forget about the audience members sitting to either side of you and in the back corners.  Don’t know how long to maintain eye contact?  If you feel uncomfortable, they probably do too.  Move on to the next audience member.
	
Posture – Do you appear confident?  Slouching, while possibly just a bad habit, sends of message of insecurity.  Be sure to stand up straight.
	
Tone – What emotions does your voice present?  Anger?  Boredom?  Enthusiasm?  You want to present a tone of interest in your topic.  How can your audience care about what you’re saying if you don’t?
	
Pronunciation – Do you pronounce words according to standard English?  If you’re unsure, ask someone.
	
Inflection – Do you use vocal intonation to get your point across?  Inflection deals with what words you choose to emphasize.


What does delivery have to do with the senior boards speech?
Although your audience is not looking for you to be the next Martin Luther King, Jr., they will expect that your delivery be professional.  A well-written senior boards speech that is poorly delivered does not meet its goal: to inform its audience of your project.
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Giving a speech?  Throw out that gum!  Gum chewing is not only distracting and unprofessional, but it also interferes with clarity and enunciation.

Something to Think About

Think about the role delivery plays in the act of a stand-up comedian.  
Can two different people tell the same jokes differently and still be funny?






Practice
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Eye contact – In a small group, give a brief speech about what you did last weekend.  Make sure to make eye contact with each person for a few seconds.  

Inflection – Read each sentence out loud, emphasizing the underlined word.  How does the meaning change?
He gave the ring to her?
He gave the ring to her?
He gave the ring to her?
He gave the ring to her?
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   YOUR TURN
Create a persuasive speech.  Your goal is to convince your audience to agree with your point of view.  You can try to convince your audience that the driving age should be changed or that everyone should ski.  Use delivery to help convince your audience.

Speech Language

What is meant by language? 
Language deals with the words and phrases you choose to present an idea and how you put these together.  Different situations call for different levels of formality.  Informal situations, such as a dinner with friends, call for informal language.  Formal situations, such as a job interview, call for more formal language.   What is considered “proper English” should be used in the more formal settings.  
	
What does language have to do with the senior boards speech?
Your audience is expecting professional language use, which means no profanity or slang. Additionally, your audience is looking for the language appropriate to your topic; this shows mastery in your topic area.  For example, a student who has made pottery for their senior project will use words such as the wheel, glaze and the kiln.

How do I know when to use more formal language?
Language usage is largely intuitive, but everyone can benefit from thinking consciously about word choice.  Below is an illustration of the formality continuum.  Just as in writing, different situations call for more or less formality.  

Casual situations with friends		Conversation with teachers			Senior Boards
Informal										Formal
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Giving a formal speech or interviewing for a job?  Remember to omit slang and profanity.  Neither one belongs in a formal setting.

Practice

1)  Reword the following phrase for the different scenarios:
That was a good movie.
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	Telling your friends after the movie.	
Telling your grandparents over dinner.
Telling your teacher before class.
Telling your classmates in a speech assignment.

2)	Place the following words where they belong on the formality continuum.


Informal										Formal

Outgoing			Brutal				Swine	
Gregarious			Arduous			Oinker
Chatty				Hard				Pig
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     YOUR TURN
Prepare a speech for your class on someone who has influenced your life.  Think consciously about your language choices.  Aim for a more professional-sounding speech.
Speech – Professional Decorum


What is professional decorum?
Professional decorum deals with all the elements that do not fall into the previous four categories (content, organization, delivery and language).  Decorum has to do with the way you present yourself.
	
What does decorum have to do with the senior boards speech?
Your audience is expecting a positive and professional attitude towards your project and towards your audience.  They expect you to be polite and prepared.  There are four areas they will be specifically addressing:
	
Appearance – Dress professionally.   This means wear clean and neat clothing.  Make sure you are clean and well groomed, too.  Unsure of whether or not an outfit is professional?  Ask your teacher.
	
Attitude and Group Rapport  – Have a positive attitude about yourself, your project and your audience.  Even if you don’t like the senior project, do not whine.  You want to invite the audience to share in your enthusiasm, not insult them or bore them.  Be polite to everyone in the room, including your peers when they are presenting.  Say thank you and please.
	
Preparation – Practice your speech, have visual aids ready, and be early.
	
Visual Aid – Present a visual aid that will aid you in your presentation.  It should not distract from what you have to say.  Visual aids can vary: Power Points, tools, handouts, or drawings are just some of the types of visual aids you can use.  Be sure to include the visual aid as part of your speech and not just decoration behind you while you speak.

Something to Think About

Think about the role costuming plays in movies.   Costume directors spend a great deal of energy dressing actors to suit their character.  Consider the following characters and their attire.  How does their clothing establish their role in the plot and their relationship with other characters?

A gangster				A “godfather”
A police officer			A serial killer
A rock star				A judge
A mother				A waitress














   YOUR TURN
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Prepare an informative speech on a topic that you know a great deal about.  Use a visual aid.  Dress professionally, as if you were giving your senior boards speech.  Present professional   decorum.



Conquering Public Speaking Anxiety

Nervous about your Senior Boards?  It is said that most Americans are more afraid of public speaking than they are of death.  Amazing, isn’t it?  If you’re nervous about your senior boards, try the following techniques:

¨	Practice.   It is the best method for overcoming anxiety.  Even if you are still nervous when you walk into the room, at least you will be less likely to forget what you are talking about when you are well-practiced.

¨	Breathe.  When we are nervous, we tend to take shallow breaths.  Just before your speech, think about taking slow, deep breaths.  This will help calm you.

¨	Remember that your audience is pulling for you.  Everyone in the room wants you to succeed.  Keeping this in mind often helps overcome public speaking anxiety.

¨	Keep in mind, too, that most people are afraid of public speaking.  This levels the playing field and means that your audience is not quite a critical as you might think.

¨	Stay positive.  Those who think negatively about themselves will be more nervous.  

¨	Understand that anxiety can be a healthy response to an uncomfortable situation.  Acknowledge that you’re nervous and that it’s okay.

¨	Set up a reward for yourself for completion of the senior boards.  This gives you something positive to focus on.  You could, for example, plan on taking yourself out to dinner as a celebration.

¨	Get some exercise.   Burn off that anxiety in a good workout.

¨	Eat well and get sleep.  You will feel more confident if you feel good physically.

¨	Talk to someone about your fears.  Sometimes, just getting it off your chest can help.

¨	Don’t overreact.  The Senior Boards are not a life or death situation, even if you have convinced yourself that it is.

¨	Don’t procrastinate.  The last thing you need when you’re nervous is the stress of last-minute pressure.  Prepare now!  
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Research Paper and MLA Guidelines

	 MLA - Paper must be written in Modern Language Association format.


Paper – white, 8.5” X 11” paper with no graphics and one side of page only

Length – 5 to 8 pages. 

Type – 12 point, Times New Roman Font, typed, no bold, black print

Margins – One-inch margins or Word default.

Justification – Paper must have left justification only.

Stapling – Upper left-hand corner of paper.  

Double Spacing 
	Double-spaced except when using a long quotation.
Long quotations 
	Quotations that are four typed lines or longer
Single space and indent one tab from the left margin

Graphs/Charts/Diagrams/Pictures – Should not be in the body of the paper, but may be included in an appendix of the paper.   The appendix does not count toward the page requirement for the paper.

Page Numbers – Should start on page one of the body of the paper and continue to the last page of body.  No page numbers appear on title page, outline, appendix or Works Cited page.  In Word go to >insert, >page numbers, >top right.  When you have the numbers on the paper, put the cursor just to the left of the number, right click the mouse, and then type your last name and 2 spaces.  Make sure you stay with 12 point font..

Title Page – A sample is provided.  Check with your teacher for his/her particular requirements.

Outline – A sample is provided.  Check with your teacher for his/her particular requirements.

Order:
	Title page
Outline
Body (5-8 pages)
Works Cited page
Appendix (optional)


Research Paper
Content Requirements


Sources

	Minimum requirement of sources: SIX SOURCES TOTAL
	Conventional sources: Minimum requirement of three
	Books

Magazine
Journals
Most web sites ending in edu, gov, or org. 
Web pages of conventional publications, e.g. Newsweek or The New York Times 
Full-text online journal sources, e.g. EBSCO, SIRS and other online journal search engines.
	Non-conventional sources: No minimum requirement
	Encyclopedias
Audio/visual media
Personal web pages or blogs
Databases
Pamphlets
Lectures
	Interviews: 
	Conventional interview: Minimum requirement of one
	In-person interview
Telephone interview
	Non-conventional interview: No minimum requirement
	Written interview
Email interview
	Source requirements:
	Sources must have been written in the past ten years.  Some topics may be more historical in nature; older sources need to be approved by your teacher.  
Wikipedia is not an acceptable source. Do NOT use Wikipedia.

Research topic
Your research topic must reflect a definite relationship to your project.
	Your choice of topic must produce something other than a report.  Example: instead of writing about the life of Van Gogh, write about how Van Gogh’s life influenced his art.

Thesis Statement
	Include a limited topic and an opinion that will be supported within the body of the paper.






General Composition Guidelines

	Paper must be written in third person (No you/your or I/we/us unless part of a direct quotation).


	Titles
	Titles of longer works are italicized: books, magazines, newspapers, web site, movies, television shows, and albums.

Titles of shorter works require quotation marks: chapters, articles, short work from a web site, episode titles, songs.

	Abbreviations – Avoid abbreviations, such as &, w/o, %, @, #, and etc.


	Contractions – Avoid contractions, such as he’s, don’t, weren’t, I’m, shouldn’t.


	Spell out numbers one through ninety-nine unless they are specific statistics.


	Example:  “The works of ten students were included.” “Ten” is spelled out because it is a number less than ninety-nine.
	“The works of 25 percent of the class were included.” The “twenty-five” is given in numerals because it is a statistic.


	The title must be your own creation.  Do not use the title or titles of the work or the works about which you are writing.  Do not use the subject of your paper for your title; include the main opinion of your thesis (Ex:   Instead of titling the paper “Exercising,” title it “A Walk a Day Keeps the Doctor Away”).


	Use consistent verb tense.


	Use action verbs instead of linking verbs whenever possible.


	Use Standard English (formal tone).  Avoid slang.





Research Paper Form

When writing a term paper, there is a standardized form for the quotations, internal documentation of sources, and the Works Cited page.  These forms are from the MLA Handbook and need to be followed explicitly. 

Quotations
Quotations of Four Lines or Fewer
Shorter quotations appear inside of quotation marks.  They should be introduced by the name of the author, when possible, and a verb like states, claims, adds, or similar words.  

1.  If the quotation forms a grammatical part of the sentence in which it occurs, the first word of the quotation does not have to be capitalized, even though it may have been capitalized in the original.  Example: 

Typical of the optimism expressed in recent weeks concerning the economic future is the statement of Richard Curtin, who claims that “we are talking about a surge in consumer confidence that has never been seen before” (19). 

2.  If the quotation follows a formal introduction set off by a colon or a comma, capitalize the first word as in the original. Example: 

Typical of the optimism expressed in recent weeks concerning the economic future is the statement of Richard Curtin:  “We are talking about a surge in consumer confidence that has never been seen before” (19).

Longer Quotations
If a quotation is longer than four lines, it should be indented without quotation marks.  Longer quotations should be introduced by the name of the author or fictional character, when possible, and by a colon.  The entire quoted passage should be single-spaced.  

1.  If the quoted material is a single paragraph, do not indent the first line.  Example:

. . . undertook to determine whether the universe really was expanding.  As Jastrow Hubble took a series of logical steps: 
Hubble’s first step was to find out what the mysterious spiral “nebulae” were.  Photographing these objects with the 100-inch telescope, he found that they contained vast numbers of individual stars.  Hubble’s photograph’s convinced astronomers that the nebulae were true galaxies, or island universes.  (491)
	 
Hubble’s next step was to measure how far away these galaxies were.  He used a known . . . .
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
2.  If two or more paragraphs are quoted consecutively, indent the first line of each additional paragraph. Example: 

…undertook to determine whether the universe really was expanding.  As Jastrow has pointed out, Hubble took a series of logical steps: Hubble’s first step was to find out what the mysterious spiral “nebulae” were. Photographing these objects with the 100-inch telescope, he found that they contained vast numbers of individual stars.  Hubble’s photographs convinced astronomers that the nebulae were true galaxies, or island universes. Hubble’s next step was to find out how far away the galaxies were.  He proceeded to measure their distances, using as a yardstick a certain kind of star called a Cepheid, whose true brightness was known from studies of similar stars in our own galaxy. (491)

From the degree of faintness of Cepheid stars in other galaxies, Hubble…

Quoting Poetry

Three lines of verse or fewer should follow the rules described above (c.f. Quotations of Four Lines or Fewer) with a minor modification to punctuation.  A diagonal line (/) is used in the text to show where the verse line breaks occur. Example: 

In “Jazz Fantasia,” Carl Sandburg attempts to capture the rhythm of the music in the rhythm of the lines:  “Drum on your drums, batter on your banjoes/sob on the long cool winding saxophones/Go to it, O jazzmen” (680). This same technique was mastered by poet Langston Hughes. 

For verse quotations of four lines or more, follow the rules described above for Longer Quotations, and keep the original verse line breaks intact. 

Internal Documentation of Sources

The main purpose of internal documentation is to make it easy for a reader to identify the source of a quotation.  Therefore, internal documentation works in conjunction with the Works Cited page.  The documentation should appear where a pause would naturally occur (e.g., at the end of a sentence) so it does not disrupt the flow of the writing.  Note: In all cases, it is never necessary to add the letter “p” to identify page numbers and it should always be omitted.  

Quotations of Four Lines or Fewer

1.  If the author of the quotation is identified in the text and there is only a single work by this author on the Works Cited page, it is only necessary to give the page number(s) where the quotation can be found in the original.  Page citations should appear in parentheses and outside of quotation marks.  End punctuation should be placed after the citation, not inside the quotation marks.  Example:

…which was typical of the optimism expressed in recent weeks concerning the economic future in the statement of Richard Curtin, who claims that “we are talking about a surge in consumer confidence that has never been seen before” (19).

2.  If the author of the quotation is not identified in the text and there is only a single work by this author on the Works Cited page, it is only necessary to give the author’s last name and the page number(s) where the quotation can be found in the original.  Page citations should appear in parentheses and outside of quotation marks.  End punctuation should be placed after the citation, not inside the quotation marks.  Example:

…which was typical of the optimism expressed in recent weeks concerning the economic future in the statement of Richard Curtin, who claims that “we are talking about a surge in consumer confidence that has never been seen before” (Curtin 19).

3.  If the author of the quotation is identified in the text and there are multiple works by this author on the Works Cited page, it is necessary to give the title and the page number(s) where the quotation can be found in the original.  Page citations should appear in parentheses and outside of quotation marks.  End punctuation should be placed after the citation, not inside the quotation marks.  Example: 

According to Alvin Toffler, “We develop a self-image by assuming the roles of others” (Learning 21).

4.  If the quotation contains end punctuation other than a period (e.g., an exclamation point, a question mark), the unusual end punctuation should be retained inside the quotation marks and a period placed after the citation.  Example: 

This inconsistency even troubles Huizinga, who asks, “Does this mean that the play-element in civilization was openly acknowledged?” (5).  






5.  Longer Quotations

To document longer quotations (i.e., more than four lines), indicate the page number in parentheses after the final period.  No end punctuation appears after the closed parenthesis. Example:

…undertook to determine whether the universe really was expanding.  As Jastrow has pointed out, Hubble took a series of logical steps:
Hubble’s first step was to find out what the mysterious spiral “nebulae” were.  Photographing these objects with the 100-inch telescope, he found that they contained vast numbers of individual stars.  Hubble photographs convinced astronomers that the nebulae were true galaxies, or island universes. (491)
Hubble’s next step was to measure how far away these galaxies were.  He used a known…

These rules apply with any longer quotations, even the multiple paragraph quotations outlined above. 

Paraphrasing

It is necessary to cite a source even when paraphrasing or quoting indirectly.  If the ideas presented are not common knowledge and represent those of another author, it is important to give that author credit even if the author is not quoted directly.  The rules for internal documentation of paraphrasing are the same as those for quotations of four lines or fewer.  It may be necessary only to identify the page number, the author and page number, or the title and page number, depending on the amount of information present in the context of the paraphrase.  Refer to Quotations of Four Lines or Fewer, examples 1, 2, and 3 above for proper style.  The following paraphrase example corresponds to a shorter direct quotation, example 1:

	Suzuki claims that Zen differs from all other philosophic and religious meditation practices (21).  


A Note About Citing Electronic Sources:

When citing an electronic source, such as a web page or CD-ROM, you do not put in page numbers.  Simply put the author’s name:  

	Only one out of every five teenagers gets the right amount of sleep (Hitti).   

If the author is not available, use a shortened title, being sure that the first word matches the first word in the Works Cited entry:

	One suggestion offered by sleep experts is for teenagers to not view television or computer screens too close to bed time because the light stimulates the brain (“Sleep Clinics Help Teens”).





Works Cited Page
General Rules

“Works Cited” is an alphabetical list of the source materials used in writing the term paper.  Centered at the top are the words << Works Cited >>.  Entries are arranged alphabetically by author’s last name.  Multiple works by the same author are arranged alphabetically by title under that author’s entry.  If the work is anonymous or unsigned, its alphabetical place is determined by the first word of the title (other than the first words A, An, and The, which should be disregarded).  Each entry should be formatted using the hanging indent format.  (To format an indent for the Works Cited page, highlight the whole entry then go to <Format>, then <Paragraph>, then <Special>, then click on <Hanging>.) 

In general, the order of information within entries is as follows: author, title, editor, city published in, publishing company, date of publication, page number and the word “online” or “print”.  Wherever they appear, whether in the text of the paper or on the Works Cited page, titles of shorter works (e.g., a short story, a poem) should be placed inside quotation marks.  Titles of longer works (e.g., a novel, a play) should be italicized. See specific examples below for placement of things like volume number and edition.

Print Sources
A Book with One Author
Winzerling, Oscar W. Acadian Odyssey. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State U, 1981. Print.

Multiple Books with One Author
Winzerling, Oscar W. Acadian Odyssey. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State U, 1981. Print.

---. The Settling of Belize. New York: Holt, 1955. Print.

A Book with Two or Three Authors
Mead, Margaret, and Rhoda Metraux. A Way of Seeing. New York: William Morrow, 1968. Print.

A Book with More Than Three Authors
Turk, Amos, et al.  Environmental Science.  Philadelphia: Saunders, 1978. Print.

Corporate Author, Government Agency, or Organization as Author
United States Bureau of the Census.  Population of Carson City in 2002. New York: Jacquot, 2003.  Print.

Unknown Author
“Cell Phone Use Increases Risk of Accidents.” Cosmopolitan  Jan. 2005: 15. Print.

A Book with only an editor
Craig, Patricia, ed.  The Oxford Book of Travel Stories.  Oxford: Oxford UP, 1996. Print.





A Story or Article from an Anthology
Spark, Muriel.  “The Twins.”  Fiction 100: An Anthology of Short Stories.  Ed. James H. Pickering.  New York: Macmillan, 1957.  113-146. Print.

An Introduction, a Preface, A Foreword, or an Afterward
Callan, Edward. Introduction. Cry, the Beloved Country. By Alan Paton. New York: Macmillan, 1987. xv-xxvii. Print.

A Book with an Editor and an Author
Newman, John Henry. Apologia Pro Vita Sua. Ed. David J. DeLaura. New York: Norton, 1968. Print.

An Edition After the First
Coleman, James C. Abnormal Psychology and Modern Life. 6th ed. Glenview: Scott & Foresman, 1980. Print.

A Work in More Than One Volume
Washburn, Wilcomb E. The American Indian and the United States. 2 vols. New York: Random House, 1973. Print.

A Signed Article in an Encyclopedia
Ogilive, R.M.  “Livy.”  Encyclopedia Britannica: Macropaedia.  974 ed. Print.

A Signed Article in a Weekly Magazine
Barber, Benjamin. “Beyond the Feminist Mystique.” The New Republic 11 Jul. 1983. 26-32. Print.

A Signed Article in a Scholarly Journal (paginated by issue)
O’Reilly, Mary Rose.  “The Peaceable Classroom.”  College English  46 (1984): 103-112. Print.

A Signed Article in a Daily Newspaper
Ostrow, Ronald J. “Cuban Refugees Get Due-Process Right.” Los Angeles Times  8 July, 1983. A14. Print.

A Newspaper Editorial
“Power Defined Is Not Power Lost.” Editorial.  The New York Times 3 Jul. 1982: D12. Print.

Unsigned Articles for All of the Above Publications
Follow the same procedure as for a signed article of the same type, except omit the author’s name and begin with the title of the article.

Internet Sources

Provide all of the following information, in this order, that you can find for sources you use from the Internet.  Look on homepages of Web sites as well.   See below for how to cite sources you find from one of CHS’s subscription services, such as EBSCO.  For more assistance, visit the OWL Web site of Purdue University at http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/557/09/ .

1.  Author or corporate author.  2.  Title of article or short work in quotation marks (web page)  3. Title of web site in italics.   4. Sponsoring organization if available. 5.  Date of electronic publication or last update  6.  Web.  7. Date of access  

Webster, Guy.  “Hundreds of New Views From Telescope Orbiting Mars.” NASA.  NASA. 4 August 2010. Web. 14 August 2010.

National Institute of Mental Health.  “Causes of Depression.”  NIMH.  13 September 2006. Web.  4 September 2007.  

Work from a Subscription Service such as EBSCOhost or Opposing Viewpoints
Provide all of the following information, in this order.  Note both the database and the subscription service; examples would be Student Research Center of EBSCOhost or Issues and Controversies of FACTS.com.  For the URL, use the URL of the subscription service homepage (the URL noted on the CHS research brochure). 

1.  Author or corporate author   2.  “Article title”  3.  Periodical title (where the article was originally published) in italics  4. Publication information (date, volume number, etc.)  5.  Page number/range   6.  Database name  7. Web.  8.  Date of access   

Fitzgerald, Jill.  “How Will Bilingual/ESL Programs in Literacy Change in the Next Millennium?”  Time  15 Jan. 2005:  36-38.  EBSCOhost.  Web. 19 Sep. 2006.  

Other Electronic Sources

Material Accessed from Online Database
Keizer, Gregg. “Write the Perfect Paper.” Family PC   Sep. 1996.  America Online.  Web. 25 Nov. 1996.

Email
Jones, Michael. “Questions Regarding H1N1 Flu Virus.” Message to the author. 5 Nov. 2009. E-Mail.

Podcast
Fronsdal, Gil. “Equanimity.” AudioDharma. Insight Meditation Center.  20 September 2009. MP3 file. 4 April 2010.

CD-ROM Periodical
Net, Jane. “E-mail Rules.” The New York Times. 15 Nov. 1995, late ed. B3.  The New York Times Ondisc.  CD-ROM.  

CD-ROM Non-periodical
Wallenchinshy, David. “Olympic Games.” World Book Multimedia Encyclopedia 3.20b, Chicago: World Book, 1996. CD-ROM.

Films
The Return of the Jedi. Dir. George Lucas. Perf. Mark Hamill, Harrison Ford, and Carrie Fisher. Twentieth-Century Fox, 1983. DVD.

Recordings
Collins, Bootsy, Nathaniel P. Hall, and Bernie Worrell. “After Shock (Chaos Never Died).”  Praxis Transmutation  (Mutatis Mutandis).  Island Records.  1992. CD.

Interviews
Published Interview
Orbison, Roy. “Roy Orbison: 1936-1988.” By Steve Bond. Rolling Stone  26 Jan. 1989: 22+.

Personal Interview
Brooks, Sarah. Personal interview. 15 Oct. 1993.

Telephone Interview
Sabian, Gavin.  Telephone interview.  5 Jan. 2007.









Evaluating Internet Resources:
A Checklist for Librarians and Teachers

The Virginia Wing Library, The Windsor School, Boston, MA

Authority

Who is the author/creator?  Are his/her credentials listed?  Is the person a teacher or student of the topic?  Is there contact information, such as an e-mail address?  Does the author have a reputation?  Has the author published works in traditional format?

Is the author affiliated with an organization?  Does this organization appear to support or sponsor the page?  What does the domain name/URL reveal about the source of the information, if anything?

Purpose

Is the purpose of the page stated?  Is the information intended to inform or teach, sell, persuade, entertain or enlighten?

Scope

	Is the scope described?  Does the site intend to be comprehensive?

Content

Who is the intended audience?  For what age groups and for what level of expertise is the material appropriate?  Are there links to additional resources?  Are they high quality?  Are they annotated? Are there any dead links?  Is the page accessible to a text browser?  

Accuracy

Where does the information come from?  Are there references?  Can you verify any of the information in independent sources or from your own knowledge?  Has the information been reviewed or referred?  Does the language or tone seem biased?

Currency

If relevant, when was the information gathered?  When was it posted?  When was it last revised?










Information Presentation and Design

Does the organization of the material support the purpose of the page? Is the page or are the pages easy to navigate?  Are there links back to the main or previous pages? Does the page have its own search engine, if appropriate?  Is the design appealing?  Do the graphics add to the content?

Uniqueness

Is the information available elsewhere, in print or electronic format? Could you find the same or better information in a general encyclopedia?

Reliability

Can the site be accessed reliably?  Can information be retrieved with reasonable speed?

Cost

	Is there a fee to use any portion of the information?

Pages to Evaluate
·	Notable Citizens of Planet Earth Biographical Dictionary
·	Biographies of Women Mathematicians
·	NASA Astronaut Biographies
·	Britannica’s Lives
·	Women in Cinema: A Reference Guide
·	Tass.net
·	The Himalayas
·	MacTutor History of Mathematics Archive
·	UFOs: A Closer Look
·	SETL the Search of Extraterrestrial Intelligence Institute
·	NAFTA Treaty
·	Progress of Nations, 1977
·	Stalin
·	Shakespeare authorship

Other Discussions and Tools
Alastair Smith, of Victoria University of Wellington, Department of Library and Information Studies, Wellington, New Zealand, has assembled a very useful collection of links to tools for evaluating web resources.





Interviews
You are required to have one face-to-face or telephone interview among the resources that you use for the Senior Project Research Paper.  The person you choose to interview should be someone who has definite knowledge and understanding of the topic that you are researching, who in some way qualifies as an “expert” in this area.  This person should be an adult and not one of your peers.  The information that you gain from this interview may be even more valuable than the information that you gain from print sources.  To make certain that you get full benefit from your interview, you should prepare ahead of time.  The following steps will help you take full advantage of this opportunity.

	1.   Find someone who is an “expert” in your field of study.  If you do not know of anyone who might be suitable to interview, please talk with your teacher, who may be able to help you.
	
2.	Call that person as soon as possible to schedule a time to meet and talk.  The sooner you get this done, the safer you will be.  Oftentimes, people have to reschedule appointments.

3.	Before your appointment, find out all you can about the person you will be interviewing—background, position, education, and any special skills or experiences that person may have had.

4.	Determine what information you want to gain from the interview.  If you just go in to talk, you will find that the interview has little direction, and you may end up with little information. Write out a series of clearly phrased questions that must be answered with something other than “yes” or “no.”  Organize the questions in a logical order.  Putting one question on each note card gives you room to take notes and flexibility to use the information later.

5.	Have your questions, pen, and paper ready when you go.  If you want to use a tape recorder, please make certain that you ask permission from the person you are interviewing before the interview begins.

6.	On the day of the interview, dress appropriately and be well groomed.  Arrive punctually.  

7.	Introduce yourself in a professional manner—firm handshake, smile, eye contact.  Tell the person the purpose of your interview and thank that person for agreeing to spend the time with you.

8.	Stay on task during the interview.  Don’t get off track.  However, if other questions occur to you during the interview, ask them.  Sometimes one question will lead to another.

9.	Don’t be afraid to ask the person for clarification if you do not understand an answer.  If you need information repeated so that you can take notes accurately, it’s acceptable to ask the person to repeat the answer.  

10.	Thank the person for the time spent with you.  A follow-up thank you note is always appreciated.

11.	After you leave, review your notes as quickly as possible.  Make certain that you have accurately recorded direct quotes.  If you are not sure, call the person to check your wording.
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Sample Outline

Frank Lloyd Wright:  “Organic” Architect

	Introduction
	Attention-getter:  Background

SAMPLE
	Thesis:  Wright coined the term “organic architecture” to describe the way his buildings mimic nature, and Wright’s architecture utilizes “organic” concepts in many ways.

	Three-dimensional forming of buildings
	“Honesty of form”
	Neoclassicists

Unitarian temple
	Cubist manipulation of space
	Froebel blocks
Charnley House
	Winslow House

	Blending of Environment
	Horizontal lines
	“Prairie Houses”

Natural Life Insurance Building
	Radial structures
	Guggenheim Museum
Martin House

	Utilizing Industrial Revolution
	Art-Nouveau Movement
	Sumac Bush

Radial Ornamentation
Furniture
	Modern Materials
	Unitarian Temple
Marin Country Civic Center
Fallingwater

	Conclusion


Sample Works Cited
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